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&lt;p&gt;2024 video game&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Similar to Fortnite Battle Royale and the main multiplayer, Blackout fe

atures special modes that change the presence or &#129334;  mechanics of physica

l items in the Blackout world. Modes such as &#39;Close Quarters&#39; emphasise 

a faster and more aggressive playstyle &#129334;  through the exclusion of long-

range weapons, while others like &#39;Fast Collapse&#39; feature a faster narrow

ing of the circle. Later updates &#129334;  included a different map, called &#3

9;Alcatraz&#39;, which features a significantly smaller map, which is supposed t

o represent Alcatraz Island. Main &#129334;  differences between Alcatraz and th

e regular map include the fact that only 40 players are allowed per match, there

 are &#129334;  respawns included, and no vehicles are present.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;During their mission to secure their own souls, the Primis crew takes a

 detour &#129334;  to Alcatraz Island, where Edward Richtofen plans to acquire b

lood vials, items he deems necessary for his &quot;insurance policy&quot;, to &#

129334;  protect his companions. Upon encountering a past version of himself, Ri

chtofen is given the Kronorium book, and learns that the &#129334;  contents of 

the book have changed, and that his own blood is now demanded by the prison&#39;

s Warden. Through their &#129334;  attempt to survive his wrath, Primis learns t

hat the Warden, working for the ancient Apothicon race via the Shadowman, intend

s &#129334;  to use Richtofen&#39;s blood to power a special machine called the 

Dark Mechanism, due to it containing a massive amount &#129334;  of Aether energ

y. After gaining the trust of the various spirits residing in the prison, Primis

 engages in a final &#129334;  showdown against the Warden and his zombie hordes

, aided by the spirits of Alcatraz. Richtofen eventually enters the Dark Mechani

sm &#129334;  and willingly lets it extract his blood, hoping for a chance at de

feating the Warden. This in turn releases another &#129334;  Richtofen, who has 

lived through a previous cycle of the events, and kept himself cryogenically fro

zen under Alcatraz for years. &#129334;  Using the fire elemental gem from the a

ncient Staff of Fire, the newly awakened Richtofen greatly weakens the Warden, a

llowing &#129334;  Primis to defeat him and free all souls in Alcatraz from thei

r torment. Having broken the cycle, Richtofen hands the &#129334;  Kronorium to 

Nikolai Belinski and passes over the leadership mantle, convincing the latter th

at his soul is needed to defeat &#129334;  the omnipotent Doctor Monty. The new 

cycle&#39;s Richtofen is left to die as his blood is drained by the Dark &#12933

4;  Mechanism.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Primis and Ultimis take a temporary break in a forest, and celebrate be

fore their final battle. Back in Alcatraz, the &#129334;  cryopods in Richtofen&

#39;s lab open, releasing the Victis crew from their slumber. Ultimis Richtofen,

 as well as Primis Nikolai, instructs &#129334;  Victis to go to the Group 935 o

utpost in Siberia to construct an &quot;Agarthan Device&quot;, said to be capabl

e of &#129334;  granting its user any wish they desire. At the Siberian outpost,

 Victis encounters Pablo Marinus, one of Richtofen&#39;s former test &#129334;  

subjects who was assumed to have died, and receives his help in constructing the

 device, using the blood of an &#129334;  ancient Apothicon being, a container d

ubbed the Seal of Duality, and the Elemental Shard. After fully powering up the 

device, &#129334;  Pablo uses it to travel to the Great War, where he would assi

st Primis Richtofen in sending him back to &#129334;  Alcatraz and break the cyc

le. The Agarthan Device is then sent to Primis Nikolai, who uses it to destroy t

he &#129334;  Summoning Key. Nikolai reveals the truth that the Kronorium showed

 him: despite their best efforts, they would be doomed to &#129334;  repeat the 

cycle if they ever participate in the Great War. He also reveals that he and the

 rest of &#129334;  Primis/Ultimis are the catalysts that perpetuate the cycle, 

and as long as any of them exist, it will allow Monty &#129334;  to keep the cyc

le going, ensuring the survival of both the universe and himself. As a result, N

ikolai has both &#129334;  crews killed by poisoning their drinks, then asks Sam

antha to kill him. The destruction of the Summoning Key also ensures &#129334;  

the entire multiverse, including Monty, the Apothicons and Element 115, are bani

shed to the Dark Aether. As Samantha and Eddie &#129334;  walk toward a light in

 the darkness, each member of Primis and Ultimis can be heard in the background 

revealing &#129334;  their desires for a life after the war.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;In June 2024, following the reveal of the game&#39;s season pass, Activ

ision and &#129334;  Treyarch received heavy backlash from the community for the

 downloadable content program as it was confirmed that map packs could &#129334;

  not be bought separately from the pass. Players and critics compared the relea

se model unfavorably to other companies&#39; approach toward &#129334;  free con

tent, such as Electronic Arts with Battlefield V, criticizing Activision for foc

using on the monetization of downloadable content and &#129334;  microtransactio

ns, and splitting the game&#39;s community.[50][51]&lt;/p&gt;
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